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Computer simulations of fibronectin adsorption on
hydroxyapatite surfaces†

Chenyi Liao,a Yun Xieb and Jian Zhou*a

The orientation and adsorption mechanism of the 10th and 7–10th type III modules of fibronectin (FN-III10,

FN-III7–10) on hydroxyapatite surfaces were investigated by a combination of parallel tempering Monte

Carlo (PTMC) and molecular dynamics (MD) methods. The PTMC results show a positively charged

surface at low ionic strength is beneficial for FN-III10 and FN-III7–10 adsorption with RGD accessible in

solution, i.e., FN-III10 adsorbs with “side-on” orientation while FN-III7–10 adsorbs with “lying” orientation.

During the adsorption, FN-III10 adsorbs on the hydroxyapatite (HAP) surface first driven by Coulombic

interactions at the pre-adsorption stage. At the post-adsorption stage, the driving force changes from

Coulombic interactions to VDW interactions. Accordingly, slow translation of FN-III10 on the HAP surface

was found due to the mismatching of charged groups of protein on the alternative charged surface. The

conformational changes of adsorbed FN-III10 mainly take place at its coil/loop parts. FN-III7–10

experiences two stages from weak adsorption to strong adsorption when Coulombic interactions become

the dominant driving force. The transition is determined by the anchoring of the basic residues in the

Ca2+ vacancies by significant complementary electrostatic interactions and hydrogen bonds formed

between the guanidine group and the surrounding phosphate groups. The module III10 of FN-III7–10

exhibits the largest conformational change and contributes to the adsorption most. The affinity of the

guanidine group binding suggests that vacancies on biomaterials have the capacity to trap specific residues.
1. Introduction

Enhancing the bone regeneration is essential for healing large
bone defects, which remains a major clinical orthopedic
challenge. Over the past 35 years, hydroxyapatite
(Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2, HAP) has been regarded as one of the most
widely used bone substitutes and coatings.1,2 As the primary
mineral component of human bones and teeth enamel, HAP
can bond to bone and enhance bone tissue formation.1 One
major issue of using bioactive HAP is that the close proximity
to the host bone is necessary to allow osteoblasts to spread
and generate new bone growth (i.e. osteoconduction), and
stimulate osteoprogenitor cells to differentiate into osteo-
blasts which then begin new bone formation (i.e. osteoin-
duction). By loading osteoinductive proteins and/or
osteogenic cells on HAP scaffolds, it allows to develop tissue-
engineering scaffolds with both osteoconductivity and
osteoinductivity.1
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The hydrophilic HAP surfaces are in close association with
the component of biological uids in biosystems. Protein/
peptide regulates HAP crystal morphologies by strong binding
on HAP planes. Collagen, for example, is known to be an active
scaffold for bone formation, and interacts with HAP platelets
along the (100) surface. Researches were carried out to study the
effects of HAP thickness and density on the mechanical prop-
erties of collagen–HAP interfaces,3,4 directional deformation
response of collagen along HAP faces,5 and adsorption of
collagen-mimic tri-peptides on HAP faces.6 Salivary statherin, a
biomineralization protein, possesses high affinity for HAP by its
highly anionic N-terminus. By NMR technique and simulation
tools, the adsorbed groups of statherin and motif recognition
on HAP surfaces were investigated.7,8 In addition, amino acids
were found to greatly inuence the morphology and properties
of HAP crystals.9,10 The amino acid-functionalised HAP had
small crystal size and higher protein adsorptive capacity than
unmodied HAP.10 The adsorption and binding sites of glycine
and glutamic acid on HAP faces were studied with different
amino acid coverage; glutamic acid preferred to adsorb strongly
on HAP (001) face.9 HAP coated with extracellular matrix
proteins such as cell adhesion proteins and growth factors have
great potential in clinical applications as a third generation
biomaterial. Besides collagen, bronectin and bone morpho-
genetic proteins (BMP-2, BMP-7) are used to promote prolifer-
ation and differentiation of osteogenic cells.11,12 The adsorption
RSC Adv., 2014, 4, 15759–15769 | 15759
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Table 1 FN-III10 and FN-III7–10 used in this study

Proteins
PDB
code

No. of
residues

Mol wt/
kDa

Dipole moment/
D

Net charge/
e

FN-III10 1TTF 94 9.92 245.7 0
FN-III7–10 1FNF 368 39.93 1986.8 �14
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mechanism of BMP-2, BMP-713,14 and bronectin domain15 with
different initial orientations on HAP surfaces were investigated
by simulation tools. The study of BMP-7 on different HAP
surface textures showed that positively charged HAP (100) face
induced the largest conformational change than other faces,
leading to protein denaturation.13 The efficiency of protein and
cell immobilisation on HAP was closely related to the protein
property,16 the surface charge,17 and surface texture.18,19

Fibronectin (FN) is known to regulate cell adhesion, growth,
differentiation or survival of osteoblasts and support osteogenic
cell responses in vitro. It plays an important role in the osteo-
conduction stage of osseointegration.20 Modules III9-10 of FN
correspond to the cell-binding domain. Module III10 contains
the RGD (Arg-Gly-Asp) sequence that is known for preferentially
binding with integrins on cytomembrane. Module III9 includes
the synergy site, PHSRN sequence, which greatly enhances the
binding of certain integrins to the neighboring RGD sequence.
Immobilisation of FN or RGD-containing domains on scaffolds
is expected to enhance the osteoblast adhesions through
integrin-mediated mechanisms.20,21 Thus, one key issue is to
regulate the orientation of adsorbed protein with the RGDmotif
exposed to solvent without denaturing the protein.21,22 Related
studies showed that the orientation of FN modules is greatly
affected by the electrostatic properties of surface.23–25

The surface studied here is the (001) face of HAP with
calcium vacancies. The (001) face is much more stable than the
(100) face proven by simulation calculations.26,27 Related study
showed that the hierarchical micro-nanohybrid surfaces of
HAP, which have the (001) face as the dominant plane, showed
signicant promotion for protein adsorption and cell prolifer-
ation in comparison with the traditional at and dense
sample.26 Adsorption of FN module III10 on smooth HAP (001)
faces were studied by molecular simulations.15 However, little
attention has been paid to the effect of defective HAP surface on
the adsorption of FN modules, which would be important
because the surface topology may modify the biological activity
of protein related to subsequent cell adhesion.27,28 Experimen-
tally, vacancies of cationic sites are found in HAP decient in
calcium. The calcium vacancies were studied with metal sorp-
tion and substitution.29,30 From an atomic scale, the cationic
vacancies of defective HAP surfaces showed the capacity to hold
charged group of protein/amino acid and support certain motif
recognition.8,9

In present study, the adsorption and orientation of the 10th
and 7–10th type III modules of bronectin (FN-III10, FN-III7–
10) on defective HAP (001) surfaces are investigated, respec-
tively. The simulation hypothesis is given as follows. When a
protein adsorbs onto a surface, it is widely accepted that
conformational change induced by surface is much slower than
orientation change on surface,31,32 suggesting that protein
initially translates and rotates to adsorb with preferred orien-
tation before the following conformational change to occur.
Therefore, in simulations of protein adsorption, it is proposed
to rstly determine most probable orientation of adsorbed
proteins on surfaces before subsequent molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations are carried out to investigate in detail the
adsorption-induced conformational change of proteins.33–37 In
15760 | RSC Adv., 2014, 4, 15759–15769
our previous works, the preferred orientations of proteins, each
with a dipole moment, were successfully studied based on a
residue-based protein–surface interaction potential model by
Monte Carlo (MC) and parallel tempering Monte Carlo (PTMC)
simulations.38–41 Protein adsorption is quite computationally
challenging because of its complexity and rugged energy land-
scape. The PTMC algorithm with united-residue model,38 can
greatly reduce the degree of freedom of the protein–surface
system and help rapidly search for the preferred orientation of
adsorbed proteins through conguration space sampling
techniques.42

Here, the adsorption mechanism of FN-III10 and FN-III7–10
on defective HAP (001) surfaces are investigated with a combi-
nation of PTMC and MDmethods. The PTMC algorithm is used
to fast identify the most probable orientation of an adsorbed
protein with a dipole moment, and a residue-based protein–
surface interaction potential model has been developed. With
the preferred orientation obtained, the adsorption mechanisms
of proteins on HAP surface are investigated by all-atom explicit-
water MD simulations. The adsorption energy, distance, orien-
tation and conformation terms, and adsorption affinities
including the adsorption groups on Ca-decient HAP surface
were analysed in detail. Our study carried out a helpful meth-
odology to predict the protein orientation on charged bioma-
terials and provide insights on bronectin adsorption on
defective HAP surfaces with different binding affinities.

2. Methods
2.1 Proteins

The crystal structures of FN-III10 and FN-III7–10 are taken from
the Protein Data Bank. The physiological condition was selected
to determine the protonation state of each amino acid. The
protein PDB code, number of residues, molecular weight, dipole
moment, and net charge of each protein are listed in Table 1.

2.2 HAP surface

The hexagonal HAP crystal unit cell was generated by using
Material Studio 4.4 (Accelrys, Inc.), which features the following
lattice parameters: a ¼ b ¼ 0.9423 nm, c ¼ 0.6883 nm, a ¼ 90�,
b ¼ 90� and g ¼ 120�.43 The defective HAP (001) surface is cut
with half the Ca(1) ions presented in the upper and lower
interface17 (see Fig. S1a in ESI†). Non-bonded parameters for
HAP were derived from Hauptmann's model,44 which is tted
into Lennard-Jones potential45 and used here. The VDW
potential is expressed in Lennard-Jones function with the
combination rule for different atom types:

sij ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
siisjj

p
; (1-1)
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Table 2 Parameters for the residue-based protein–HAP (001)
potential model

Residue 3/(kJ mol�1) s/Å d/Å

Ala 35.3 3.91 1.56
Arg 58.9 4.24 2.32
Asn 58.5 4.35 2.18
Asp 59.2 3.91 2.22
Cys 37.5 4.46 2.14
Gln 52.3 3.82 1.97
Glu 69.8 3.99 1.45
Gly 33.9 4.09 1.97
His 69.3 4.30 2.38
Ile 33.8 4.44 2.61
Leu 60.6 4.22 2.29
Lys 64.3 4.36 2.08
Met 60.1 4.16 2.85
Phe 70.2 4.15 2.25
Pro 43.4 4.21 2.23
Ser 43.7 4.37 2.46
Thr 40.7 4.18 1.82
Trp 80.6 4.50 3.13
Tyr 72.8 4.18 1.69
Val 54.0 4.43 2.86
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3ij ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3ii3jj

p
: (1-2)

The HAP force eld parameters and evaluation are presented
in ESI (S1†).

2.3 Lennard-Jones potential tting and PTMC method

The PTMC method is used to fast determine the most probable
orientation of the adsorbed proteins and provide initial
preferred orientation for MD simulations. For proteins, a
united-residue model38 has been adopted, where each amino
acid is reduced to an interaction site centered at the a-carbon
atom of the residue, so that the essential structure information
of a protein is well kept. The protein structure is assumed rigid,
since we assume the orientation change before adsorption is
much faster than conformational change induced by surfaces.
HAP surface is treated as a reduced model represented by
electrostatic and VDW interactions.

To obtain short-range VDW interactions between each
amino acid residue and HAP surface, we rst perform all-atom
MD simulations of 20 amino acids on HAP (001) surface in
vacuum. The simulations were performed with GROMACS 4.5.3
soware46 using OPLS force eld.47 The HAP slab contains 3 � 4
� 2 HAP crystal units. The residue was put initially 0.9 nm above
the surface in a periodic box of 2.83 � 3.26 � 5.0 nm3. LINCS
algorithm48 is used for bond constraint. Particle Mesh Ewald
(PME) method was employed to calculate the long-range elec-
trostatic interactions.49 Cutoff distance of 1.1 nm is adopted for
short-range non-bonded forces. The simulations were carried
out with a time step of 1 fs in NVT ensemble. Modied
Berendsen thermostat (V-rescale)50 was used for temperature
coupling. Aer energy minimisation, 4 ns MD was carried out
for equilibration. Aer the residue reaches an adsorption
equilibrium state, each residue was moved away from or toward
the surface from its optimal position with the optimal orienta-
tion xed and the VDW interaction between each residue and
the surface was calculated at each distance (see Fig. 1). Thus,
the VDW energy–distance curve was obtained and tted
with the empirical equation38 below,

UVDWðrÞ ¼ 43

"�
s

rþ d

�12

�
�

s

rþ d

�6
#
; (2)

where r is the distance between a-carbon of the residue and HAP
surface (Å); s is the distance at which the residue–HAP potential
Fig. 1 Illustration of a series of aspartic acid configurations above and
below the equilibrium position on HAP (001).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
is zero (Å); d is a tted parameter; and 3 is the depth of the
potential well (kJ mol�1). The VDW parameters between 20
residues and HAP surface were developed and listed in Table 2,
and the tted curve of arginine residue on HAP is shown in
Fig. 2.

Implicit solvent was applied to the coarse-grained system.
The solvent is represented as a continuous medium instead of
individual “explicit” solvent molecules. The effect of solvent is
accounted by a distance-dependant dielectric function:51

Uele ¼ ssqi e
�kz

k303r
; (3)

where z is the distance between one residue and the surface; ss
is the surface charge density; qi is the charge of one residue; k is
Fig. 2 Residue–surface VDW interaction potential for arginine on HAP
(001). Results calculated from all-atomMD simulation are represented
by dots, while the fitting empirical equation (eqn (1)) is represented by
curve.

RSC Adv., 2014, 4, 15759–15769 | 15761
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the inverse Debye length calculated by 1/k ¼ 0.304/OI for a 1 : 1
salt, I is the ionic strength; 30 is the permittivity of free space
and 3r is the relative permittivity which is assumed to be
distance-dependant: 3r ¼ r.51

The PTMC method was developed in our previous work.40

The general idea of PTMC is to simulate N replicas of the same
system at a set of different temperatures and randomly
exchange the complete conguration of two adjacent replicas at
regular interval with the probability:
p(Ei, Ti / Ei+1, Ti+1) ¼ min(1, exp(DbDE)). (4)

where Db ¼ 1
kB

�
1

Tiþ1
� 1
Ti

�
is the difference between the inverse

temperatures of neighboring replicas, and DE ¼ Ei+1 � Ei is the
energy difference of neighboring replicas.

In each replica, regular MC simulations in canonical
ensemble were carried out in a box of 10 � 10 � 10 nm3 for
FNIII10 system and 30 � 30 � 30 nm3 for FNIII7–10 system.
Protein was initially put in the center of the simulation box with
random orientation. During simulations, the protein was
translated and rotated around its center of mass. For each
system, we used ve replicas. 310 K is the temperature of
interest. Replicas of neighboring temperatures attempt
exchange every 500 steps. The temperature distribution is
adjusted to ensure sufficient energy overlap between neigh-
boring replicas. Generally, an acceptance of 0.5 for congura-
tion swaps is reasonable. The overlap of energy distribution and
the repeatability of PTMC method are shown in ESI (S2†).
Fig. 3 Preferred orientation distributions of FN-III10 adsorbed on differ
under different ionic strengths (IS ¼ 0.005, 0.02, 0.154, and 0.3 M). Dipole
orange; basic residues in blue. Negatively charged surfaces are presente

15762 | RSC Adv., 2014, 4, 15759–15769
40 000 000MC cycles were carried out with 20 000 000 cycles for
equilibration and another 20 000 000 cycles for production.
According to the HAP charge densities obtained in experi-
ments52–55 and explored in simulations,6,13,15,17,56 the preferred
orientations of proteins on different charged surfaces (�0.025,
�0.005, 0.025, and 0.008 C m�2) under different ionic strengths
(IS ¼ 0.005, 0.02, 0.154, and 0.3 M) were explored.

2.4 MD simulation details

MD simulations were performed with GROMACS 4.5.3 soware46

using OPLS force eld.47 The HAP slab size is 6.60 � 6.52 � 2.06
nm3 for FN-III10 and 8.48 � 16.32 � 2.06 nm3 for FN-III7–10. A
periodic box was solvated with explicit SPC/E water.57 Fourteen
Na+ ions were added as counterions to neutralize the FN-III7–10
system. The FN-III10 system contains 28 501 atoms and 6569
water molecules. The FN-III7–10 system contains 107 203 atoms
and 25 951 water molecules. LINCS algorithm48 is used for bond
constraint. Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) method was employed to
calculate the long-range electrostatic interactions.49 Cutoff
distance of 1.1 nm is adopted for short-range non-bonded
forces. The initial adsorption orientation was chosen from the
preferred orientation on weakly positively charged surface
obtained by PTMC method.40 The simulations were carried out
with a time step of 1 fs in NVT ensemble. Modied Berendsen
thermostat (V-rescale)50was used for temperature coupling. Aer
energy minimisation (steepest descent algorithm), and 500 ps
pre-equilibration with protein position restrained in NVT
ensemble, 100 ns and 50 ns MD were carried out to collect data
for FN-III10 and FN-III7–10 systems, respectively.
ent charged HAP surfaces (�0.025, �0.005, 0.025, and 0.008 C m�2)
direction of protein is denoted by a black arrow. Acidic residues are in
d in red; positively charged surfaces are in blue.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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3. Results and discussion
3.1 Initial orientation exploration

The initial orientations of FN-III10 and FN-III7–10 with dipole
moments on charged surfaces are explored at different ionic
strengths. Orientation angle (q) is used to quantitatively char-
acterize the orientation of adsorbed proteins on surfaces. It is
dened as the angle between the unit normal vector to the
surface and the unit vector along the dipole of a protein.38,40,41

cos q is calculated for each possible orientation. The preferred
orientations of adsorbed proteins on different charged surfaces
are shown in Fig. 1 and 2. To provide a detailed picture of
protein adsorption, we converted coarse-grainedmodels back to
ne-grained representations by Gromacs.41,46 The energy terms
and detailed information for those orientations are listed in ESI
(S3†).

3.1.1 FN-III10–HAP system. Fig. 3 shows the preferred
orientations of FN-III10 on charged surfaces under different IS
effect. To differentiate different orientations of FN-III10, we
labeled the RGD part as the head of FN-III10. Also, the orien-
tations a, b, c, and d shown in Fig. 3 are labeled as “head-on”,
“lying-2”, “lying-1”, and “side-on”.

On moderately negatively charged surface, driven by domi-
nant electrostatic interactions (see Table S3 in ESI†), FN-III10
tends to adsorb with “head-on” orientation (cos q ¼ �0.781),
which has the RGD sequence head on HAP. As IS rises, owing to
the screening effect of ions from solution, the protein–surface
electrostatic interactions decrease and contribute less to the
adsorption (see Table S3 in ESI†). As a result, the favorable
orientations change to “lying-1” (cos q ¼ 0.109) and “lying-2”
Fig. 4 Preferred orientation distributions of FN-III7–10 adsorbed on diffe
under different ionic strengths (IS¼ 0.005, 0.02, 0.154, and 0.3 M). Dipole
in orange; basic residues in blue. Negatively charged surfaces are presen

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
(cos q ¼ �0.137). These two orientations have upside-down
congurations with the RGD more accessible. When on weakly
negatively charged surfaces, the “lying-1” (cos q ¼ 0.109) and
“lying-2” (cos q ¼ �0.137) orientations are still favorable.

On moderately positively charged surface, driven by domi-
nant electrostatic interactions, FN-III10 prefers to adsorb with
“side-on” orientation (cos q ¼ 0.436), which has the RGD
sequence exposed to solution. As IS becomes higher, the
screening effect on electrostatic interactions is more obvious
(see Table S3 in ESI†), the preferred “side-on” orientation tilts
slightly with cos q from 0.436 to 0.467. Similarly, on the weakly
positively charged surface, higher IS brings in the increasing
screening effect to the protein–surface electrostatic interac-
tions. As a result, the preferred “side-on” orientation adjusts
slightly with cos q from 0.467 to 0.36 (see Fig. S6 in ESI†), then
changes to “lying-2” (cos q ¼ �0.137).

In the initial orientation exploration of FN-III10, positively
charged HAP surfaces are found to be benecial for FN-III10 to
adsorb with “side-on” orientation (cos q ¼ 0.436), which is well
suited for cell binding site availability. High IS could change the
orientation. The RGD motif of FN-III10 is more accessible on
weakly negatively charged surfaces than it on stronger nega-
tively charged surfaces. Findings by Ting25 suggest a positively
charged implant surface with a FN coating will enhance the
strength of the cutaneous seal around percutaneous devices.

3.1.2 FN-III7–10–HAP system. The preferred orientations of
FN-III7–10 on charged surfaces are shown in Fig. 4. Due to a
larger dipole moment, FN-III7–10 has less possible orientations
than FN-III10.38 The energy terms and detailed information are
listed in Table S4 in ESI.† To differentiate different orientations
rent charged HAP surfaces (�0.025, �0.005, 0.025, and 0.008 C m�2)
direction of the protein is denoted by a black arrow. Acidic residues are
ted in red; positively charged surfaces are in blue.

RSC Adv., 2014, 4, 15759–15769 | 15763
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of adsorbed FN-III7–10, orientations a, b, and c shown in Fig. 4
are labeled as “end-on”, “lying”, and “side-on”.

On moderately negatively charged surface, driven by VDW
interactions and attractive electrostatic interactions (see Table
S4 in ESI†), it tends to adsorb with “end-on” orientation (cos q¼
�0.701). FN-III10, the end of FN-III7–10, acts as the contact
domain with the RGD motif hard to access (see Fig. 4a). On
weakly negatively charged surface, as IS increases from low to
high, VDW interactions play the dominant role and weak elec-
trostatic interactions alter from attractive to repulsive (see Table
S4 in ESI†). Accordingly, preferred orientation changes to
“lying” orientation (cos q ¼ 0.11) and a small percentage of
“side-on” orientation (cos q ¼ 0.289). With “lying” orientation,
FN-III7–10 may have the “synergy site”, PHSRN sequence, more
accessible than with “side-on” orientation (see Fig. 4c).

On positively charged surfaces, driven by attractive electro-
static and VDW interactions (see Table S4 in ESI†), FN-III7–10
tends to adsorb with “lying” orientation (cos q ¼ 0.11), which
has the RGD motif exposed to the solution and PHSRN site
accessible. Increasing IS weakens the electrostatic interactions,
but does not change the favorable orientation.

From the exploration of FN-III7–10 initial orientations,
positively charged HAP surfaces are found helpful for FN-III7–
10 to adsorb with “lying” orientation (cos q ¼ 0.11), which
exposes the RGD motif in the solution and has the PHSRN site
accessible. However, negatively charged surfaces are not so
favorable, except for weakly charged surfaces under high IS. In
other relevant studies, orientations of FN-III7–10 on different
charged self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) was investigated by
Wilson et al.23 In their work, FN-III7–10 adsorbed with RGD
upwards to solvent on both positively charged NH3

+–SAM and
neutral hydrophobic CH3–SAM surface while with RGD inac-
cessible on negatively COO�–SAM, which agree well with the
results in this work. Also, FN-III7–10 orientations on NH2/
COOH–SAM were studied by surface plasma resonance (SPR).24

Wang et al. found that adsorbed FN-III7–10 on positively NH2–

SAM had an orientation with more cell-binding domains
accessible than on negatively COOH–SAM.24 It is worth noting
that the PTMC method saves a lot of computational efforts in
nding the optimised initial orientation than the conventional
MD method.
Fig. 5 (a) Initial orientation of FN-III10 on HAP surface; (b) snapshot at
21.59 ns. (d) Snapshot at 100 ns of FN-III10 on HAP (001) surface. (e) Super
structure (white).

15764 | RSC Adv., 2014, 4, 15759–15769
3.2 Adsorption process

The “side-on” orientation (Fig. 3d) for FN-III10 and “lying”
orientation (Fig. 4b) for FN-III7–10 serve as the initial orienta-
tions in MD simulations. In addition, other initial orientation
(as in Fig. 3b) has been tested to verify the validity of our PTMC
method. In 5 ns MD, FN-III10 with improper initial orientation
rotates signicantly with RGD sequence from downward to
upward (see Fig. S7 in ESI†). The adsorption process of FN-III10
and FN-III7–10 were investigated by all-atom MD simulations
with explicit water model. The adsorption energy, distance,
orientation and conformation terms, and adsorption affinities
including the adsorption groups were analysed in detail. The
energy terms are used to describe the interactions between
proteins and surface, or residues and surface. Backbone root
mean-square deviation (RMSD) is used to characterize the
conformational changes of adsorbed protein with the crystal
structure as the reference structure. Orientation of adsorbed
proteins on surfaces is quantitatively characterised by cos q
described in PTMC.38,40,41 Distance terms also are taken into
account to study the adsorption behavior. The distance between
the center of mass (COM) position of protein and HAP along
z-axis direction or the minimum protein–HAP distance indi-
cates the protein–surface closeness and reects adsorption
strength. Furthermore, residues close to HAP surface are
labeled. Since FN-III10 and FN-III7–10 are quite different in size
and structure (FN-III10 has one domain, while FN-III7–10
consists of four domains), the discussion for two proteins was
carried out respectively with different emphases.

3.2.1 FN-III10 adsorption. Snapshots of the key steps in FN-
III10 adsorption process are shown in Fig. 5a–d. Time evolution
of energy terms, distance terms, orientation and structure terms
are shown in Fig. 6a–f. According to the stability of FN-III10 on
HAP, we divide the adsorption process into two stages, the pre-
adsorption and post-adsorption.

Pre-adsorption. Pre-adsorption starts from the beginning to
around 20 ns. During this stage, it goes through steps from the
initial state (Fig. 5a) to the steering step (Fig. 5b), then to
the adsorbed state (Fig. 5c). As shown in Fig. 6a and b, the
adsorption of FN-III10 on HAP surface was rst driven by
Coulombic interactions. From the MD trajectory, FN-III10 gets
close to the HAP surface rst by residue Arg93. The Coulombic
6.11 ns, residue Arg93 adsorbs above the Ca1 cavity; (c) snapshot at
position of the adsorption structure (red, RMSD: 0.22 nm) on the crystal

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Fig. 6 Time evolution of energy terms, distance terms, orientation,
and structure terms. (a) Interactions between protein and HAP; (b)
electrostatic and VDW potential energy; (c) distance between COM of
FN-III10 and HAP along z-axis direction; (d) residue–HAP distance; (e)
orientation (cos q); (f) backbone RMSD.
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attraction between the positively charged Arg93 and the nega-
tively charged triad of three phosphate groups (Ca(1) vacancy)
on HAP surface drive FN-III10 to get near to the surface (see
Fig. 5b). When the Coulombic interactions reach about �90 kJ
mol�1, Arg93–HAP distance was as small as 0.2 nm. At around
20 ns, the protein–surface interactions reach the minimum of
�151 kJ mol�1 (see Fig. 6a). Gradually, other residues adsorb on
the surface (see Fig. 5c).

Post-adsorption. As other residues adsorb on HAP surface, FN-
III10 goes to the post-adsorption stage, which experiences from
around 20 ns (see Fig. 5c) to 100 ns (see Fig. 5d). At the post-
adsorption, the Coulombic interactions between FN-III10 and
HAP decline and exhibit repulsion effect. The repulsion effect of
Coulombic interactions is due to the mismatching of the polar
groups of FN-III10 on the alternative positively and negatively
charged regions of HAP surface. Aer FN-III10 adsorbs on HAP
surface, we found that it keeps making slight translation on
HAP surface during the adsorption. The VDW interactions keep
increasing slowly and become the dominant driving force.
Compared with the pre-adsorption stage, the post-adsorption
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
stage is characterised by diminished protein–HAP interactions
as a result of dominant VDW interactions plus Coulombic
repulsion. The simulation time is extended to 100 ns to conrm
the adsorption stability.58 The water effect and surface electro-
static effect are supplemented and shown in Fig. S8 and S9 in
ESI.† Experimentally, to improve the protein tethering on
surface, FN-III9-10 is immobilised onto the bioscaffold by
means of affinity binding between osteocalcin and HAP.59

Distance terms between protein and surface are shown in
Fig. 6c and d. The distance between COM of FN-III10 and HAP
keeps descending then remains at a low position. Accordingly,
the repulsion effects of Coulombic interactions become more
obvious. The residues close to HAP surface within 0.6 nm are
labeled in Fig. 5d, i.e., Arg6, Asp7, Glu9, Asn91, Tyr92, and
Arg93. As shown in Fig. 6d, these residues tend to get closer and
more compact to HAP surface during adsorption. Arg93 gets the
advantage to be close to surface or sometimes even closer
during the adsorption. The average lowest residue position
locates about 0.35 nm above the surface.

Orientation and conformation. When FN-III10 experiences the
pre-adsorption and post-adsorption stages, the orientation and
structure of FN-III10 exhibit different features. When driven by
Coulombic interactions at pre-adsorption stage, FN-III10 tilts
upward so that the orientation angle (q) is sharply reduced and
cos q rises to 1.0 (see Fig. 3b and 4e). As the other residues grad-
ually adsorb on the surface, cos q falls back and stay at around 0.8
during the post-adsorption stage (see Fig. 6e). The RGD sequence
of FN-III10 stays exposed to solvent during the adsorption process
(see Fig. 5d). Greatly affected by the local residue–HAP interac-
tions at the pre-adsorption stage, FN-III10 undergoes continuous
conformational change and the backbone RMSD exceeds 0.30 nm
(see Fig. 6f). At post-adsorption stage, under diminished protein–
HAP interactions, FN-III10 goes through smaller conformational
changes and RMSD stays around 0.22 nm (see Fig. 6f). The
conformational change (RMSD: 0.22 nm) is presented through the
superposition of the adsorbed structure on the crystal structure in
Fig. 5e. The structural change of an adsorbed protein depends not
only on the surrounding factors (surface and solvent), but also on
the internal protein stability (so or hard protein).60 The studied
HAP surface is charged and hydrophilic. The structural change of
FN-III10 mainly happens at its coil parts (or loops). The beta-
sheets formed in ordered hydrogen bonding pattern are stable
and regular; while the random coil (or loops) regions are highly
dynamic with no specic shape.60 The RGD sequence is located at
the head of a exible loop. In a study of bronectin type I module
on a hydrophobic graphite surface, rearrangements of the strands
took place at the contact surface so as to maximize the surface
coverage.61 Study of FN-III10 adsorbed on perfect and three
defective rutile TiO2 (110) surfaces showed that bonding strength
and the loss of protein secondary structure depended on the
topology of the substrate surface.27

The adsorption of FN-III10 was rst driven by Coulombic
interactions at the pre-adsorption stage. At post-adsorption stage,
the driving force alters from Coulombic to VDW interactions due
to the mismatching of the polar groups of FN-III10 on the alter-
native charged HAP surface. The conformational changes of
adsorbed FN-III10 mainly take place at its coil/loop parts.
RSC Adv., 2014, 4, 15759–15769 | 15765
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Fig. 7 (a) FN-III7–10 adsorbs on HAP (001) surface. The RGD
sequence and PHSRN site are labeled. (b) Illustration of residue
Arg1421 anchor that sticks into the Ca(1) vacancy (top view and side
view). (c) Orientation distributions of FN-III7–10 adsorbed on HAP
(001) surface.
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3.2.2 FN-III7–10 adsorption. The adsorption state of FN-
III7–10 on HAP surface, adsorbed residue Arg1421, and orien-
tation distribution are shown in Fig. 7a–c. Time evolution of
adsorption energy (Eadsorb), electrostatic and VDW potential
energy (E0), residue–surface interactions of Arg1421, and
minimum FN-III7–10–HAP distance are shown in Fig. 8. In the
adsorption process, FN-III7–10 adsorbs with “lying” orientation
with the RGD motif and PHSRN site accessible (see Fig. 7a and
c). The cell binding site availability agrees well with other rele-
vant studies,23–25 which may keep the bioactivity of FN-III7–10
and promote integrin-mediated cell proliferation.

Contributions to adsorption. According to the energy curves in
Fig. 8a and b, FN-III7–10 undergoes two stages from weak
Fig. 8 Time evolution of adsorption energy, electrostatic and VDW
potential energies, residue–surface interactions of Arg1421 residue,
minimum protein–HAP distance.

15766 | RSC Adv., 2014, 4, 15759–15769
adsorption to strong adsorption. In the rst 12 ns, FN-III7–10
adsorbs and translates on HAP surface with average adsorption
energy of �100 kJ mol�1. At this stage, the adsorption is driven
by VDW interactions. Aer 12 ns, the Coulombic interactions
alter from repulsion to strong attraction and become the
dominant driving force, leading to strong FN-III7–10 adsorp-
tion. This transition is due to the trapping of basic residue,
Arg1421, into the Ca(1) vacancy (Fig. 7b). In experimental
studies, the Ca vacancy is associated with substitution of
charge-compensating metal ions.29,30 The cationic groups is
“highly complementary” to the anionic Ca(1) vacancy in HAP
(001) plane. Once adsorbed into the vacancy, Arg1421 forms
hydrogen bonds with surrounding phosphate groups; 1–2
hydrogen bonds are formed with minimum distance �0.16 nm.
Time evolution of hydrogen bonds formed between FN-III7–10
and HAP surface is shown in Fig. S10 in ESI.† The guanidine
group of arginine acts like an anchor that breaks through
surrounding waters and sticks rmly into the HAP surface. The
anchor-like interactions contribute greatly to the adsorption of
FN-III7–10.

Adsorbed groups and distance. The residues of FN-III7–10 close
to HAP surface are mainly residues Gly1184, Gln1186, Asp1279,
Asn1296, Glu1312, Gln1313, Arg1421, Asp1422, and Glu1424
etc. During the adsorption, some residues may approach the
surface and somemove away. The most rmly adsorbed residue
is Arg1421. As shown in Fig. 8c, residue Arg1421 exhibits
signicantly dominant electrostatic contributions, over �250 kJ
mol�1. The minimum FN-III7–10–HAP distance in Fig. 8d show
that FN-III7–10 stays 0.35 nm above HAP surface when VDW
interactions make the main contribution to adsorption. Aer
Coulombic interactions take charge of the adsorption, FN-III7–
10 stays 0.16 nm away from the surrounding phosphate groups
on HAP surface.

Conformation of modules. During the adsorption, different
modules of FN-III7–10 undergo different conformational
changes. The conformational changes for modules III7–10 are
presented through the superposition of the adsorbed structure
on the crystal structure in Fig. 9a–d. Time evolutions of back-
bone RMSD for modules III7–10 are shown in Fig. 9e. Module
III10 which contains the integrin binding sequence experiences
the largest conformational change (see Fig. 9e). When VDW
interactions make the main contribution, it undergoes small
RMSD of around 0.14 nm. Aer Coulombic interactions become
the dominant driving force, the backbone RMSD of module
III10 increases to an average value around 0.24 nm. The main
structural change take place at the loop parts exposed to solvent
including where RGD sequence locates instead of the parts near
surface (see Fig. 9a). Next to module III10, module III9 makes
smaller change than module III10. Conformational change
takes place and reaches an average RMSD value around
0.20 nm. The superposition of module III9 on crystal structure
in Fig. 9b shows that except the loops near module III10 side
(right side), the rest part including the beta-sheets are well kept.
Adjacent to module III9, module III8 exhibits the smallest
structural change all through the simulation, with RMSD
around 0.08 nm, more stable than the other modules. As shown
in Fig. 9c, most of module III8 structure, both beta-sheets and
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Fig. 9 (a–d) Superposition of modules III7–10 on their crystal struc-
tures. Parts with large conformational change are marked with arrows.
(e) Time evolution of backbone RMSD for modules III7–10 in the FN-
III7–10 system.
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loops, remain well. The backbone RMSD of module III7 reaches
an average value of 0.19 nm sooner than the other modules. The
loops of module III7 near module III8 and surface side (le side)
exhibit higher structural change (Fig. 9d). The adsorption-
induced conformational changes in FN-III7–10 on CH3–, OH–,
NH2–, and COOH–SAMs were studied by Garcia and
coworkers.62 They found the adsorption-induced changes in
protein structure are not simply modulated by the hydropho-
bicity of the surface.

Center of mass movements. Time evolutions of the distance
between COM of modules and HAP along z-axis direction for
Fig. 10 Time evolutions of the distance between COM of modules
and HAP along z-axis direction for modules III7–10 in the FN-III7–10
system.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
modules III7–10 are shown in Fig. 10. Modules III7–10 are
shown on upper Fig. 10. Since these modules are linked by
single residues, the head and end modules like III7 and III10
maymove under the tethering by neighboringmodules. Module
III7 which has the COM at the highest location at the beginning
is affected most greatly by surrounding water molecules. Under
weak interactions from HAP surface, module III7 involves in the
competition with water for adsorption on HAP surface (see
Fig. S11 in ESI†). As a result, the COM along z-axis direction for
modules III7 lis up gradually then falls, which becomes the
most unstable factor against FN-III7–10 adsorption. Moreover,
module III7 has the amide residues like Asn1183, Gln1185 as
the contact residues on the HAP surface, which are not easy to
lead to strong residue–HAP adsorption. The COM of modules
III9 and 10 are quite similar. Module III8, as the closest domain
to HAP surface, keeps the lowest center of mass and remains
stable.

4. Conclusions

In this study, the orientation and adsorption mechanism of FN-
III10 and FN-III7–10 on defective HAP (001) surface were
studied by a combination of PTMC and MD methods. The
PTMC algorithm with coarse-grained model is used to fast
identify the most probable orientation of adsorbed proteins on
charged surfaces. With the preferred orientation obtained, the
atomistic adsorption mechanisms of proteins on HAP surface
are further investigated by MD simulations. The PTMC results
show that positively charged surface at low IS is benecial for
FN-III10 and FN-III7–10 to adsorb with RGD accessible in
solution, i.e., FN-III10 adsorbs with “side-on” orientation and
FN-III7–10 adsorbs with “lying” orientation.

In the adsorption process, both FN-III10 and FN-III7–10
adsorb on HAP surface. The adsorption of FN-III10 was rst
driven by Coulombic interactions at pre-adsorption stage. At
post-adsorption stage, the driving force alters from Coulombic
to VDW interactions. FN-III10 gets closer to HAP surface, and
undergoes smaller conformational change than it at pre-
adsorption stage. The structural change of adsorbed FN-III10
mainly happens at its coil parts (or loops), while the seven beta-
strands arranged in two sheets are well kept. The repulsion
effect of Coulombic interactions is due to the mismatching of
the polar groups of protein on the alternative charged surface,
which causes FN-III10 to translate on surface. The charged
region mismatching plays a negative effect on FN-III10
adsorption.

FN-III7–10 undergoes two stages from weak adsorption to
strong adsorption when the Coulombic interactions become the
dominant driving force. The transition is greatly determined by
the anchoring of basic residue in the Ca(1) vacancy, the signif-
icant complementary electrostatic interactions and hydrogen
bonds formed between the guanidine group and the
surrounding phosphate groups. During the adsorption process,
different modules of FN-III7–10 undergo different conforma-
tional changes and center of mass movements. Module III10
exhibits largest conformational change and contributes to the
adsorption most. Module III7 which has the COM at the highest
RSC Adv., 2014, 4, 15759–15769 | 15767
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location is affected most greatly by surrounding water mole-
cules. With the anchor-like interactions, FN-III7–10 is tethered
on defective HAP surface. The affinity of guanidine group
binding suggests that vacancies on biomaterials get the capacity
to trap specic residues.
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